New product news
KELLY TRACTOR INTRODUCES FULL PRODUCT LINE
OF PURPOSE-BUILT IMT DRILL RIGS
BY KELLY TRACTOR CO.
Kelly Tractor introduces a new A-Series of purpose-built
drill rigs that are the next evolution of machines being
offered by IMT, a global leader in manufacturing drill rigs
and a brand synonymous with quality and reliability.

WHY IMT RIGS FROM KELLY TRACTOR
100+ available rental rigs across the USA
Kelly Tractor has the largest fleet of drill rigs in the U.S. so
you are assured the specific machine you require for your
job will be ready when you need it.
Rent l Sales l Service l Parts
Kelly Tractor integrates quality equipment, impeccable
service and numerous options for purchase or rental to
provide exactly what you need to complete each job ontime and on-budget. We are known for our high-quality,
dependable service, and our parts department is fullystocked for unexpected replacement needs.

Ease of transport
Within a few minutes, the mast folds to rigging position for
easy transport to your next job.
Kelly Tractor has been the sole authorized distributor
for Industria Meccanica Trivelle (IMT) high-performance
hydraulic drill rigs in North America for more than two
decades.
The new line of IMT rigs will be introduced at CONEXPOCON/AGG 2020, Booth F1941.
For more information, call 1.888.955.3559 or visit
www.kellytractor.com/foundation-group.

The new A-Series line is unique in its simplicity and
flexibility of use, while maintaining sturdiness and productivity. Although IMT uses one of the most advanced
technological systems, it is also one of the simplest,
allowing easy operation. In addition, because the
machines do not incorporate complex electronics, they
are consistently more dependable.
The new drill rigs have been designed to work effectively
in arduous applications. Each model features high torque
and a high-performing winch, enableing it to reach
extreme depths with large diameters. Its heavy-duty
undercarriage guarantees optimal stability in various
working conditions.
With drill shafts from 16 to 118 inches in diameter, up to
295 feet deep, there are six different models, each with a
patented automatic interlocking kelly bar. Rigs are offered
in standard and low overhead configuration (LCA).
Standard height and Low profile
Kelly Tractor has the right model for your job: traditional or
low overhead/limited access.
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A216 and A270 are two of the six new IMT
drill rigs available from Kelly Tractor
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